**Cyclone survivors cling to hope**

**"On God himself"**

(c) 1971 New York Times

Jambu, India, Nov. 4. - "To keep alive now we are depending on God himself," the widowed Indian farmer said, pulling nervously at his handkerchief - the only thing left to him by a disastrous cyclonic tidal wave that took more than 1,000 lives here last weekend.

Though he had kept his composure through a long recital of how he had floated to safety when a 15-foot high wall of brown water obliterated his village and all its rice fields, Sudhir Chandra Das began suddenly to weep, and his voice broke. "I have lost everything," he said in a choked voice. "Three sons and a daughter I had and they are gone too. I have no clothes and the winter is coming. And there is no food."

He and a dozen other survivors huddled miserably in a field along a dirt road that runs out of the saline mine of what was once their homeland. Guards in the nearby growing areas in India. One of the other men took a brown stalk of the unharvested rice to his family. "We don't know who he is," another farmer, Naziruddin Mandal, explained, "and there are so many bodies we cannot bury them all."

The still-choked rivers of the stricken area, a 750-square-mile swath of lowlying coastal Orissa state at one day's road journey west of Cuttack, are still carrying the bodies of hundreds of human beings and cattle out to sea. No one knows how many were swept away when the tidal wave receded last Saturday.

But the possessions of the water by so many dead animals and men and the scarcity of food has led many of the survivors to fear that many of them, too, will die, as their cattle are dying every day from drinking the salt water, unless massive amounts of aid arrive quickly.

**epidemic possible**

The main danger is the possibility of a cholera epidemic, and health officials of the government are touring the affected areas now to inoculate people. Cholera can be contracted from contaminated water; prophylactic shots are effective for only about six months, and many of the people here have never had any.

As much of the devastated region the salt flood waters still have not returned to the Bay of Bengal, and most of the small hamlets in which 750,000 people lived are inaccessible.

The government finds out how many people died in these areas when its small wooden relief boats arrive at the ruined sites to deliver their pitiful stores of rice and powdered milk to the hungry refugees. It has been raising its estimate day by day and the latest one, made by the State Revenue Official in charge of relief, is that 10,000 died. The eventual total may be two or even three times as many.

Amar E. Ammar Juchchital's wife and four sons were among those who perished.

Last Friday when the wind began rising, the rain slashed down and, when the water began rising inside the mud house after midnight Amar and his family climbed to the top of their thatch roof. The mud walls of the house collapsed as the flood rose higher than a man, and pushed by 100 mph winds, the family floated away from the village on their bulky straw roof.

The last time a cyclone hit the Orissa coast with such disastrous effects was in the 19th century and people were not prepared for last weekend's storm to be as devastating as it was.

The state government, which has been hard pressed to bring even a little aid to the suffering areas. Government trucks hauling bags of rice and milk were mobbed by starving villagers on the road from Cuttack to Jambu yesterday and one word was on everyone's lips: rice.

The state government has organized relief centers throughout the storm area, but many people live miles from where these stars of food are and many don't know about them.

The only food in Jambu, for instance, is scattered over a large island north of the port of Paradeep and it took a convoy of wooden river boats three hours today to snake up the Gobari River to the ruined settlement of Bandhupur, and even there a few hundred men, women, and small children had come to get food.

(Continued on page 12)

**Rules changes alter duties**

**Pears builds adaptive Security**

by John Powres

The security guard used to apes down my corridor about mid­night, in my freshman year at Keeman. Sometimes we slipped him a beer as he passed on carrying his flashlight and listening for "high-pitched voices" behind closed doors.

The Security Guards no longer patrol the halls, nor do they rarely leave the first floor of a dorm, unless called to an emergency.

Changes in university rules on the consumption of alcohol and the expansion of parietal hours has probably changed the duties and responsibilities of the Security Department sooner than it expected.

Arthur Pears, formerly sheriff of Niles, Michigan, organized the Department when he came to Notre Dame in 1965. The only "security" existing at that time were the hall monitors who assisted the rectors in nightly sign­in duties and locking of the dormitories at midnight.

The greatest openness of the campus during the decade of the sixties gradually broke its isolation from the surrounding areas. The increased mobility of the students, with more possessing cars and without hours, relieved old responsibilities and brought new pressures to bear on security.

Pears began by hiring guards to patrol the campus, but he kept a man in each hall as hall monitor and fire guard. He purchased jeeps, patrol cars, and radio equipment, while directing operations from his office in the Administration Building, next to the Dean of Students, to whom Pears reports. Guards now patrol the campus on regular basis.

**Observer Insight**

beats as well as naming the Main and East Gates.

By the fall of 1970, Pears worked the night shift from 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. Monday through Thursday, spending the nights circling the campus and answering any criminal complaints.

The nighttime moonlighted to the tune of 6,000 a year for a 12-hour work if they were 25-year police veterans.

(Continued on page 3)
Girls' dorm decision by April

by Mike O'Hare

Hopefully, a decision will be made concerning a girl's dormitory at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's campuses. The need to plan two separate budgets next year instead of one is a hindrance, although not insurmountable.

Another obstacle is the practicality and costs of changing a dormitory to accommodate women in light of present budgetary restraints. St. Mary's would face a similar difficulty in providing housing for men on their campus.

Father Chambers commented that while there is a similar difficulty in providing housing for men on their campus.

La Raza seated at conference

by Jodi Campbell

The Midwest Council of La Raza was granted eleven of the thirty seats at the National Spanish Speaking Coalition Conference held in Washington, D.C., October 23 and 24.

Ricardo Parra, director of the Midwest Council said, "We asked for at least thirty seats but were outvoted. The Midwest is always overshadowed by the Southwest and New York. There is a mentality on the West Coast that believes that all the Chicans are centered there, there is a mentality on the East Coast that thinks all the Puerto Ricans are there; those in the Midwest are forgotten."

The Conference was organized to deal with the social, economic and political problems of the Spanish-speaking people in this country. Its real purpose was to initiate a national organization to contain the rising militancy in the Puerto Rican community and to channel the electoral action of the Chicago's back into the two party fold.

"I saw the Nov. 3 edition of The Militant magazine. A radical tone was injected into the conference with the appearance of supporters of La Raza Unida Party from Texas and Puerto Rican youth from New York and Connecticut.

Father Chambers said that he was cognizant of the reluctance of students to have their dorm turned over to girls but stated, "we all have to make a sacrifice somewhere for the sake of coeducation."
Withdrawal clause tackled to weapons bill

(c) 1971 New York Times
Washington, Nov. 4—In a major victory for Senate liberals, House and Senate conference today agreed to affix a modified version of the Manfield withdrawal amendment to a $21.3 billion military procurement bill.

The compromise amendment states, "It is hereby declared to be the policy of the United States to terminate at the earliest practicable date all military operations of the U.S. in Indochina."

The original amendment, sponsored by Sen. Mike Mansfield, the majority leader, added a phrase that "not later than six months from date of enactment," but this was changed by the conference to read simply "at a date certain."

The amendment also declares it to be U.S. policy to establish a final date for withdrawal from Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia of all American military forces. This would presumably bar leaving so-called residual forces in Vietnam, a prohibition President Nixon has never agreed to.

The amendment still links the withdrawal of all American prisoners held by the North Vietnamese and adds the demand for an accounting for all Americans missing in action "who have been held by or known to" North Vietnam.

The bill is the amendment that contains authorization for most spending on military equipment for the coming year.

The compromise amendment is more far-reaching than anything the chairman of the House Armed Services Committee, Rep. F. Edward Herbert, D.-La., has agreed to in the past.

fixed schedule

The new Manfield amendment would not require the President to withdraw American troops on a fixed schedule.

But should the president sign it without explicit reservations, he would be agreeing to a policy declaration that goes further in stating American withdrawal policy than the Administration has even been willing to do.

The Mansfield amendment passed the Senate twice by wide margins. It has never passed the House, but its supporters said after the last vote that they expected to pass another test could be made, based on the progressive amounts of support it gained during a series of test votes in recent months.

Humphrey solicits pledge card support
(c) 1971 New York Times
Minneapolis, Nov. 4—Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey is using a modified version of the controversial political pledge card in an effort to secure written commitments of support from hundreds of Minnesota Democrats for his still-undeclared presidential campaign.

The manner in which the signatures are being collected has provoked criticism from some quarters of the state Democratic party, particularly from those working on behalf of other presidential candidates, who charge that improper pressure is being brought to bear on them.

The pledge cards are being distributed here by that Humphrey organization containing one sentence, "Thank you, . . . for allowing us to use your name in the formation of the Humphrey-Curry-Campbell for President Committee.", The individual being solicited is asked to sign his name after the first two words of the sentence, then return the card to the Humphrey campaign worker, who signs it at the bottom.

"It's being done by personal contact only," said Jack Richardson, the Minneapolis pledge card in those approached to "sign the pledge." "It was put to us very bluntly, we were told that either we signed up or we would have no future in Minnesota politics," said a Richardson, who is chairman of the Democratic party (officially known as Minnesota as the March of Dimes, or 1971 party) in the state's 6th Congressional district.

Richardson said he was subjected to a "terrifying amount of pressure" but refused to sign the Humphrey pledge because he is working on behalf of Sen. Edmund S. Muskie, D-Maine, who, like Humphrey, is an uncommitted Democratic presidential candidate.

Paul Petrella, a state assemblyman representing the suburban community of St. Louis Park, said he was approached to sign a similar pledge in scroll, rather than card, form, "I didn't sign because there are a lot of candidates in the field and I didn't want to be tied down so early," he said.

Petrella said he was aware of a number of other instances in which members of the state legislature had been pressured to sign the Humphrey pledge. "But I know a number of my colleagues have not signed," he added. "I think Humphrey and his staff are people going to have a great deal of problems if they keep putting pressure on state legislators."

The young assemblyman also said he was approached by "a highly placed member of the Humphrey staff" after it became known that he had attended several public meetings held on behalf of the presidential candidates. Sen. George McGovern, D-S.D., and former Sen. Eugene J. McCarthy and three other persons in the room then said they signed the Humphrey pledge asked that he do likewise.

Humphrey's campaign strategists here deny that there was any attempt to use excessive pressure in the signature drive, but acknowledged that some supporters of the Senator may have been more zealous than others.

The compromise amendment is more far-reaching than anything the chairman of the House Armed Services Committee, Rep. F. Edward Herbert, D.-La., has agreed to in the past.

fixed schedule

The new Manfield amendment would not require the President to withdraw American troops on a fixed schedule. But should the president sign it without explicit reservations, he would be agreeing to a policy declaration that goes further in stating American withdrawal policy than the Administration has even been willing to do.

The Mansfield amendment passed the Senate twice by wide margins. It has never passed the House, but its supporters said after the last vote that they expected to pass another test could be made, based on the progressive amounts of support it gained during a series of test votes in recent months.

India, Pakistan trade charges, bullets

Bengali guerrilla action hot

(c) 1971 New York Times

Bengal is the center of guerrilla action today. Dacca, Pakistan, Nov. 4—Bengali guerrillas sharply intensified their campaign against Indian authorities during the past 24 hours, and the Pakistani government charged that a half million Indian troops are now massed along the frontier for invasion.

The Indian and Pakistani governments have repeatedly declared that one would not initiate an attack on the other, but wars continue and both sides have made elaborate preparations.

Dacca, the capital of East Pakistan, is holding an air raid drill tonight in which persons caught showing a light are subject to six months imprisonment.

Most foreign military analysts tend to discount the likelihood of general war between Pakistan and India. Instead, India isrendezvous, prepared to use any expedient helping the Mukti Bhabhi guerrillas inside East Pakistan, especially by keeping the Pakistani army pinned down along the long frontiers of both East and West Pakistan. Skirmishing between troops and police and guerrillas in Dacca now occurs nearly every day, generally with casualties. Outside Dacca, government forces depend mainly on the "Hazakar," semiautomated military regarded as poorly armed. Hazakar volunteers posted at bridges and other military strongpoints are prime targets of the Mukti Bhabhi guerrillas.

Pears re-organizes security department
(Continued from page 1)

Pears hired 2 graduate students as investigators and installed electronic dole locks at Alumni Hall after several robberies occurred in the previous spring, involving some non-students. Soon after, flood lighting of the Main Quad near LaFortune Center was completed in October. In September, Pears organized a student parking lot patrol to guard cars in the Main Quad, and 12 cars were stolen at a rate of $200 an hour.

Security is now organized around 3 command officers, each taking an eight-hour shift.

The afternoon and evening command answerers complain answers and may carry their firearms, while the rest of the force of police veterans, moonlighting South Bend cops and ROTC sergeants, carry mace but no side arms. One cop was hired this fall to ticket illegally parked students and last year's Security budget of $20,000 is now close to $50,000, showing a larger increase than most other departments. Supplemental revenue comes from student traffic fines, but this probably yields little money. Faculty cars may also be ticketed, but the faculty are excepted from paying the fines.
Letters to the editor

Editor:

Isn't it about time that you demanded the outer of Ara Parseghian's neat football coach of Notre Dame since he doesn't have the ability to defeat USC® in 1964 his dream was to have an undefeated team and he had us all fooled as well as in 1970 when USC upset Notre Dame from the undefeated ranks. When USC has an undefeated season, Notre Dame could only tie USC. His record against USC is 2 wins, 2 ties and 4 losses. Can you imagine a Catholic college retaining a coach who can't beat a team with a 2 win 4 loss record? He also has a poor record against Purdue and Michigan State. He and his assistants should be fired orrene his resume since he can only teach his team how to fail weaklings. Furthermore he's a great believer in reading his press clippings but you don't win football games on the pages of sport section of newspapers or magazines. He has to prove it on the gridiron. He had 8 years to prove his greatness but each year he leads his panic-stricken Irish to a slaughter as John Mackay out scores him. How much longer will the Irish fans have to endure his inferior coaching and shatter the dreams of a perfect season.

Why does he insist on using Ellis for defense when he doesn't know how to protect against the forward pass? Anyone who knows football, knows that Notre Dame's pass defense is poor and he still retains those inept and brainless coaches. It's about time they were dismissed and the defensive coaches from USC, Stanford, or Oregon were hired to Notre Dame to teach the defense how to protect against the forward pass. Furthermore it seems that the defensive linemen read about their own exploits in the newspapers but fail to trap the USC passers who had all afternoon to complete a pass. Anyone can defend against a weak team. It seems that the Trojan passer had to complete one pass and the Irish are tossed into utter confusion and bewilderment which usually leads to a state of panic. Each year the Irish become panic-stricken and fight for survival whenever a worthy opponent challenges them for victory.

Notre Dame is called the Fighting Irish since they have to fight for survival each game. I wonder if the Irish would become panic-stricken if they played against Vassar.

It's hard to understand why such a team which is considered great on defense would permit a team to fill the air with a devastating aerial bombardment as the Trojan of Southern California did this year and years past.

It seems any team can penetrate the Irish defense since inferior coaching on defense especially against the forward pass.

Furthermore a coach must be brainless when he used a inexperienced quarterback against a team which is properly trained against the forward pass. Anyone who knows football can visualize that the Irish pass defense is porous and yet the coaches on defense are too blind to notice this weakness.

Another football season has ended abruptly for the Irish fans since the defense that was highly praised had their balloon of smug superiority punctured by a brilliant leader, John McKay, who knows that the Irish are known to masal weaklings but are pulverized into submission by a team that came to conquer and vanquish a team that doesn't belong in their class.

I. M. Macaco

N.D. Alumni

Editor:

This letter concerns the actions of particular members of the football team during the second quarter of the ND-USC game. I find it difficult to understand why nothing was said prior to this letter. I also find it difficult to understand why certain students and alumni were more than ready to reprimand the actions of some students during the nationally televised Michigan State game while absolutely nothing was said about that far from brilliant exhibition of sportsmanship shown at the USC game. I would like to make it clear that I do not condone some of the actions of the students but I most certainly do not condone the actions of those "mighty" football players. Now that this has been put out in the open I suggest that both incidents be dropped. Maybe we can learn from our mistakes.

Mike Younger
Box 78
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556

To "Our Sweethearts"

Last Sunday night we girls of the second floor of Augusta Hall experienced one of the most thoughtful occurrences since our arrival in September.

It was about midnight and as the girls went about milling in our usual Sunday night boredom, beautiful sounds floated through the cold night air drawing us to our front windows. We really could not believe what we heard.

It wasn't the sound of a drunken male animal screaming obscenities or suggestive remarks. That right, it wasn't a panty raid. What it was, proved to be a group of fantastically thoughtful N.D. men who stood outside freezing in the cold to sing their hearts out for us. And it was beautiful!

I just want to know that in our minds, at least, the image of Notre Dame men has risen considerably because these guys cared enough to come marching over here in the cold to make someone else happy. We love it. Keep it up and thank you.

The girls from the 2nd Floor of Augusta

Dear Sir:

Anyone whoever doubted the truth of the complaint that women are treated as unpersons need only have been at the 7:30 p.m. showing of the film "Last Summer" on October 21st to hear the catcalls and leerings of the almost entirely male audience.

How unbearably ironic that the main point of a film which shows that human beings will violate one another because of group

(Continued on page 5)
1600 students make ticket drive a "success"

by Judy Shera

South Bend ticket project co-chairmen Jack Candon and Eric Andrus announced yesterday that 1600 tickets had been received by the project. This represents an increase of 350 over last year. Approximately 850 students volunteered to be monitors or drivers, according to Candon.

"A total of 1600 students were involved," said Andrus. "Jack and I are overwhelmed that so many students were so helpful." They both felt the project was a "complete success" due to student generosity.

Of the 900 youngsters from the South Bend area who attended the game, 609 came from the Neighborhood Study Program, Candon said. The remainder, according to Candon consisted of these who attended either Logan Center for Retarded Children, Sister Marita's Primary Center for Retarded Children, or the Family Center of Mishawaka.

"Students from N.S.H.P. and More Letters

(Continued from page 4)

pressure should be missed by makes acting in a group violation of (partly partly ibid) in the film.

This irony can only be topped by the fact that such a grossly stupid experience was brought to an end via the Cultural Arts Commission.

June Nyburg
(Mrs. Frederic)
Editor:

Sundays the staff of the South Dining Hall attempted to give the students something extra. It was a very simple gesture: donuts and cider from 10 p.m. until 11 p.m.

Students came, laughed, joked, and having a good time with their friends. In the course of these "good times," the students - with glime, and quite obviously with no maliciousness intended - threw pumpkins around the dining hall, threw donuts at each other, and broke glasses. By 10:30 p.m. there weren't any more donuts for the students; the majority of the donuts were littering the floor. Everybody had fun and had laughed.

As I said, it was all done for "fun." Nobody was hurt, so we can still laugh. The pumpkin had only almost hit the girl in the face, the pumpkin had almost hit a tray of glasses in the back of the dining hall (thus shattered glass spreading like shrapnel was only a possibility, not an actuality).

We've all talked about responsibility lately - in the contexts of student life, musing about girls in the stadium, and of half-time "exuberation." Responsibility no longer possesses a meaning, people merely claim it, they don't experience responsibility. Some claim they have no opportunity to experience responsibility, but that is another argument.

People will look back on this weekend night and remember the laughter and fun and they will forget the stupidity and vulgarity of the display because no one was hurt. There aren't any reminders.

Notre Dame students, at times, have an unbelievable incapacity to think. If they aren't forced to look back, to consider, then they don't learn and continue in their stupidity and vulgarity.

-ATTENTION-

SHOE REPAIR

Rear of Main Building

-HOURS-

Daily
7 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Saturday
8 to Noon

Shoe Strips, Polish,
Quick Service

MISHAWAKA:

Eric Andrus
Jack Candon

Mary's Community Relations Board, of which Candon is Chairman, and the Kennedy Institute.

Although this was only the second year of the project, Andrus said he and Candon hoped that they had started "another Notre Dame tradition". They both helped pioneer the project last year and feel "it went much smoother this year, after a year of experience". Both will be graduating this spring, but plan to "make sure plans to get it done next year" will be made before they leave.

Summing up his feelings on the endeavor, Candon said "the most satisfying feeling caome from looking at the faces of the kids when the game was over, and knowing that I helped to bring a little happiness into their lives".

THE OBSERVER
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1321 E. McKinley Hwy.
Rear of Main Building

CONTINUENTAL HAIR-

STYLING

1259-7679 By Appointment Only

SERVICE ND MEN FOR PAST 4 YEARS IN ALL HAIR NEEDS.

SHAGS, EUROPEAN-

LAGER CUTS

Specializing in Long Hair Look

STUDENT SPECIAL

$2.50 Complete

ND Men needed for

St. Mary's Health Committee

- Knowledge in area of drug and sex education helpful

- Submit name, phone number & very brief resume to:

Missy Underman
Box 623
St. Mary's

Deadline: Wednesday Nov. 10
Nice Going

“All (meaning the Board of Trustees) were impressed by the caliber of today’s students . . .”
—Father Hesburgh’s last letter

It’s too bad the Board of Trustees couldn’t be here Wednesday night to observe the Student World Concern collect for Pakistani relief — just to give themselves a broader perspective. You see, the Trustee’s contact with students was entirely verbal — they heard students speak. And students can talk up a pretty good case for themselves. After all, talking requires intellect and education — generally a commodity in some long supply in college students, even at Notre Dame.

Action is another beast entirely. To back sonorous words with action is the challenge facing college students today; they generally fail. They failed Wednesday night at Notre Dame, when the people for Pakistani relief called on the Notre Dame student body to help stem the tide of aegy in Pakistan. They helped — to the tune of thirteen cents per person. Thirteen cents — a small cherry coke at the huddle and a gumball. Thirteen cents — six cigarettes. Thirteen cents — a third of a cheeseburger. Thirteen cents — four minutes of the Cat Stevens concert.

So it goes. In the aftermath — for surely the Pakistani relief people aren’t stupid enough to try to wring blood from a turnip again — it may be instructive to consider why this dichotomy exists — six cents — thirteen cents — six cigarettes. Thirteen cents — a third of a cheeseburger. Thirteen cents — a small cherry coke at the huddle and a gumball. Thirteen cents — four minutes of the Cat Stevens concert.

They helped — to the tune of thirteen cents per person. Thirteen cents — a small cherry coke at the huddle and a gumball. Thirteen cents — six cigarettes. Thirteen cents — a third of a cheeseburger. Thirteen cents — four minutes of the Cat Stevens concert.

Students talk well here because they’re trained to talk well. They are considerably cheaper, and people here are generally more liberal with them. If not, why not?

Meanwhile, the business of giving money to help feed the starving, sustain the diseased, and bury the rotting dead can be handled by men of a different caliber.

News Editor: Jerry Lukus
SMC Editor: Ann Conway
Sports Editor: Jim Donaldson
Campus Editor: Don Ruane
Midnite Caller: Tony C
Features editor: Rick Smith
Correspondents: Don Blanton
Picture Shooter: Bob Hughes
Copy Readers: Jim Roe, T. C. Treanor
Headlines: Cris Sullivan
Headline machine operator: Don Blancheron
The staff

Football Game

Deborah Kerr

Gary stood talking with me and heads of salt water stood out on his forehead. Suddenly one broke loose, ran down the side of his face and trickled through his newly growing sideburns.

It was warmer than anyone had anticipated and I had worn a light sweater and jeans for my blind date to the game. I was even warmer since I had ridden aside over to meet him and some of his friends at a pre-game party. It was a long ride through rows of cars and Middies, motorists and commanding officers. I had slept late, missing lunch, so the cold hamburgers and fries and warm coconuts that Gary’s friends had brought tasted exceptionally good. After about seventy of us had consumed all that our burger chef had to offer, we set out for the game, programs in hand.

Gary and I walked a little slower than some of the others because he has a problem with his leg and it’s hard for him to walk fast. On the way to the stadium he held my hand and I found out that he was twenty, that he lives in South Bend with his mother, and that he works in town making picture frames. I asked him when he had graduated.

“I can’t remember,” he laughed. “I ah bbb, was a white age.”

He knew quite a bit about football and quoted some ratings, probable game scores, and asked about Navy, and wondered out loud who Coach Ara would start at quarterback. He was excited about seeing his first ND win of the year and talked sporadically, hoping that we would get our seats on time, worrying about climbing the stairs to the bleacher seats beside the band. I assured him that we would be fine and that my friend Joe would help him.

During the pre-game show Gary sang louder than anyone around and never missed a word of America the Beautiful, and only one line of the Star-Spangled Banner. Throughout the game he did a Howard Cosell-fan commentary, keeping abreast of the latest on the “50 yard line of Notre Dame.” He was disturbed that Brown wasn’t throwing more interlateral and that Navy was allowed any first downs.

David, Gary’s friend sat in back of us and kept up a running conversation with me. I think that he didn’t understand football very well and when everyone else was to see the Irish score a touchdown, David kept pulling away sleeve and saying “I can’t see! I can’t see.” I thought that David liked me though for he shook my hand after every other play, shared his coke with me, let me see his program, and once quite suddenly, he threw his arms around my neck and patted me irreverently, but sincerely and squarely on the chest, repeating, “You’re nice.”

After the game we slowly made our way out, Joe again helping Gary. Once we were outside Gary grabbed my sweaty hand and we counted banners, waved at the city police who knew Gary by name, and tried to keep track of David who alternately walked with his arm with his arm around my waist and ran away.

Back at Logan, the site of the pre-game bash, I asked Gary if he’d had fun. He thanked me, shaking my hand and said yes. I left him there waiting for his mother to come and pick him up. I rode back to the dorm. I was exhausted and took a nap.
In November begins the season when April's child is buried with wind-dirs and raindrops. For a brief, brief time, when the icy blasts shake the flame out of every soul of fire; and the trees, gray and naked, stand in silhouettes of prayer, like ghostly Jesus reaching out to heaven in the despairing gesture of prophets helpless before the storms of propom...in this month of death, when the seasons simmer in glory march off in days of grimmess: then are our souls shaken in their immergings as the night-fears of the world begin, and mankind wonders: "Can the beauty of the earth come heaven in the despairing gesture of prophets helpless before the storms of propom...in this month of death, when the seasons simmer in glory march off in days of grimmess: then are our souls shaken in their immergings as the night-fears of the world begin, and mankind wonders: "Can the beauty of the earth com...
...charlie" & "no place..." this weekend

On Saturday, November 6, at 8:30 pm there will be a performance of Charles Gordone's Pulitzer-winning play, "No Place to Be Somebody" in O'Laughlin Auditorium. This tragi-comedy, set in a dingy bar in West Greenwich, New York, revolves around the bar owner, Johnny Williams, and the black and white wharf racketeers and naive liberals who frequent his establishment. In the interactions between these people, Gordone is attempting to present an unbiased view of the black-white love-hate relationship, without coming to any absolute conclusion except that "terrifying contradictions exist simultaneously." Gordone's philosophy of theatre, not as political device but as a means to express universal experiences in this case, the human and spiritual isolation of both black and white is reflected in "No Place to Be Somebody." Dealing with a theme which could easily degenerate into emotional, political rhetoric, Gordone manages to express his ideas through a set of extremely real, well-developed characters.

Never underestimate the power of a balladeer. He can spin you out of your studio microphones, and sometimes even make your music for cold recording world, crying and silent, and move you balledeer. He can create half-worldly, half-ethereal overanalyzé each burst of lyric and drift of traditional that listener is moved to let it be so.

stop trying to analyze him, the balledeer differently, and still not be defined, so taken apart, put back together again in different ways, and still not be defined, so there is no real need to try. And once you stop trying to analyze him, the balladeer takes you over into his mind-world.

Gordone's Pulitzer Prize-winning play, "No Place to Be Somebody" in O'Laughlin Auditorium. This tragi-comedy, set in a dingy bar in West Greenwich, New York, revolves around the bar owner, Johnny Williams, and the black and white wharf racketeers and naive liberals who frequent his establishment. In the interactions between these people, Gordone is attempting to present an unbiased view of the black-white love-hate relationship, without coming to any absolute conclusion except that "terrifying contradictions exist simultaneously." Gordone's philosophy of theatre, not as political device but as a means to express universal experiences in this case, the human and spiritual isolation of both black and white is reflected in "No Place to Be Somebody." Dealing with a theme which could easily degenerate into emotional, political rhetoric, Gordone manages to express his ideas through a set of extremely real, well-developed characters.

John Hurley
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John Hurley

Never underestimate the power of a balladeer. He can spin you out of your world, crying and silent, and move you balledeer. He can create half-worldly, half-ethereal overanalyzé each burst of lyric and drift of traditional that listener is moved to let it be so.

stop trying to analyze him, the balledeer differently, and still not be defined, so taken apart, put back together again in different ways, and still not be defined, so there is no real need to try. And once you stop trying to analyze him, the balladeer takes you over into his mind-world.

Gordone's Pulitzer Prize-winning play, "No Place to Be Somebody" in O'Laughlin Auditorium. This tragi-comedy, set in a dingy bar in West Greenwich, New York, revolves around the bar owner, Johnny Williams, and the black and white wharf racketeers and naive liberals who frequent his establishment. In the interactions between these people, Gordone is attempting to present an unbiased view of the black-white love-hate relationship, without coming to any absolute conclusion except that "terrifying contradictions exist simultaneously." Gordone's philosophy of theatre, not as political device but as a means to express universal experiences in this case, the human and spiritual isolation of both black and white is reflected in "No Place to Be Somebody." Dealing with a theme which could easily degenerate into emotional, political rhetoric, Gordone manages to express his ideas through a set of extremely real, well-developed characters.

John Hurley
Congratulations Mary, Mary Ann and ND!

by Joe DeLaP

The first two girls to graduate from Notre Dame will be Mary Davey and Mary Ann Proctor. According to Observer editor, Ann Conway, a group of St. Mary's girls petitioned the St. Mary's board of trustees for permission to request Notre Dame diplomas and the only Miss Davey and Miss Proctor were granted permission.

The girls were allowed to receive Notre Dame diplomas because Mary doesn't attend any school in the girls' particular programs.

Neither Miss Davey nor Miss Proctor will appear on the St. Mary's list of graduating seniors.

SMC Student Assembly forms committee

by Daniel P. Rock

The St. Mary's Student Assembly formed a committee to investigate off-campus student life and declined to act on bills authorizing four changes in the Coffee House in a meeting late Wednesday.

Those to form a committee to study off-campus life came as a result of a complaint by representative Midge LuSardi. According to Miss LuSardi, off-campus students are subject to the current food services policy and she termed the absence of a "healthy atmosphere" in Madeleva's lounge.

The Assembly formed a five-woman committee, consisting of Nan Alber, Sue Curtis, Eileen Fitzpatrick and the St. Mary's off-campus commissioner, Marylin Graves. The committee is charged with investigating all problems involving off-campus students and student life.

The Coffee house bill would have changed the present 9-3 Coffee House hours into service the duration of the night, but representative Kathy Eglis revealed that "additional security problems" make it impossible to institute that part of the bill.

The bill also included provisions to increase security forces, allow guests if escorted by ND or St. Mary's students, and establish inner-dorm sinout procedures for those girls with hours.

The bill was tabled pending Administration approval of the inner-dorm sinouts and former investigation of security problems.

The Committee also heard a status report on the hall autonomy bill from SBP Kathy Harlow and representative Darlene Gallina.

The hall autonomy bill, which would leave decisions over parietal hours and security arrangements up to the halls, would entail a change in the Student Manual. The bill according to Miss Gallina is under "serious consideration by the Student Affairs Council."

Miss Gallina said that she expected a vote from the Council of two weeks.

International Institute

by D. Patrick Rock

Over 200 students will participate in an international institute to be held at Notre Dame this weekend. This includes 150 high school students from high schools, minority areas and foreign countries.

Chicanos, American Indians from a reservation, and students from Canada, Central America and the United States will begin the program Friday afternoon at the Center for Continuing Education assisted by over 50 volunteer ND-SCMC students.

General discussion sessions and group forums will be highlighted on Saturday when John Goldrick, Director of Admissions, addresses the entire Institute with "Questions about Colleges."

An Ecumenical Midnight Liturgy on Saturday night and the Institute Banquet on Sunday night will climax the weekend's activities.

The International Student Leadership Institute, created in 1963, aims to develop a young students' potential leadership capabilities.

Ray Comel of E3L

There will be a meeting on Sunday, November 7 at 7:30 in room 104 O'Shaughnessy for anyone interested in joining Pi Sigma Alpha, the national political science honor society.

To qualify for the national organization every student candidate must have completed at least nine (9) semester hours of work in American government, urban studies, political theory or international relations; each candidate should have planned to have completed at least ten semester hours of work in these courses by the end of the current year. The student must have maintained an average of "B" or higher in government courses and be in the top one-third of his or her entire class. Students who are not government majors may be elected to membership if they meet the other requirements and have demonstrated a sincere interest in political science. Juniors who are disqualified because they do not have a sufficient number of government credits may become provisional members in the fall semester and admitted in the spring provided they meet the above requirements.

Mary Davey is a senior in Marketing. She is seeking a Bachelor of Business Administration degree. Mary Ann Proctor is a fifth year Architecture student who hopes to graduate in December, 1972. Miss Davey has taken all of her major courses at Notre Dame although she lives at Lemans Hall on the St. Mary's campus. She has carried at least fifteen hours every semester since her junior year at Notre Dame and is presently taking eighteen hours. According to Miss Davey, Dean Raymond, the assistant Dean of the Business School, has been a great help in picking out courses.

Miss Ann Proctor of Cleveland, Ohio, was in the Chemistry department at St. Mary's during her freshman year. She took some design courses at Notre Dame in the Architecture department and became interested in that field. Miss Proctor spent her fourth year in Rome studying Architecture at the N.D. S.M.C. foreign exchange program.

At the beginning of this year Mary Ann was officially accepted as a Notre CDame student. All of her lives are paid to Notre Dame and she receives all of the benefits of a Notre Dame student including a free football ticket and a room at Lewis Hall. Her status is similar to that of a transfer student.

Miss Proctor hopes to make a career of designing sets for television studios.

MY SISTER, MY LOVE

Nov. 5 at Niewland Rm. 127
7-9-11 P.M.

Nov. 6 at Eng. Aud.
7-9-11 P.M.

Adm. - $1.00
The Notre Dame freshman football team, unbeaten in its third win in a row Saturday against Western Michigan, has already won its only one of the season for the Irish. Freshman — will pit the high-outings, against the size and one could envision about the tall, man game, said Irish coach Michigan-Michigan State frosh — other than that we don't know spoken and talks of his role as a capable defensive lines ever to good speed. Nobody's God, but more unbiased appraisal of the Swendsen doesn't pull a Dr. After not having beaten December, Swendsen usually wins out. "Which means Swendsen usually wins out.

A native of Seattle, Wash., Swendsen was recruited by almost all of the Pacific-Eight teams and numerous small colleges. He arrived at Notre Dame for a couple of reasons. "USC has a constant influx of junior college transfers so it's hard to tell where you stand there, while Notre Dame has the junior college athletes. And I wasn't afraid to resist the temptations of the night life at Southern Cal."

Also, having beaten Southern California in his three years with the varsity, Swendsen may be getting the feeling that he much about them. We haven't received a depth chart yet, so we have to go on our memories and what we see in the films. "I can see that they do have a couple of good backs," Murphy admitted, "but I can't tell you are any defense and Swendsen has to know anything more than that." C-C meet today

The Notre Dame cross country team, coming off a strong second place in the Indiana State Invitational Meet last weekend will host the Michigan State team this afternoon at 4 p.m. on the Burke Memorial Course.

This is the last home meet of the season, and the Harriers have a 4-4 record this fall in dual meets.

The Notre Dame yearlings opened their season with an 86-0 blanket at Michigan City, and scored another impressive win last week, as they rolled over Michigan State, 38-14. But the freshmen did not come out of the game unscathed, and minor injuries may force Murphy to alter his offensive lineup for the Irish."

We suffered some 'nicks' last week against Michigan State," said the Irish coach, "and we'll probably have a few of our starters out for the Michigan game. (Fullback) Wayne Bullock won't play at all, and (halfback) Ron Goodman will probably be a little scared by some injuries and the flu. But we won't be doing anything different on offense." Smith names ass't captains

Irish hockey coach Leafy Smith has named three assistant captains for the 1971-72 season - senior Jim Cordey and sophomores Bill Nyrop and Ian Williams. Three players, rather that the usual two, were chosen to assist co-captains Bill Green and Kevin Horne because Horne's recovery from a broken leg is expected to keep him off the ice until mid December.

Smith said he selected the three new captains, "for their leadership qualities and off the ice and the various aspects of the squad they represent."

The 10th intraquad hockey scrimmage, scheduled for Saturday, has been canceled. Smith called off the workout to give his team a break before they begin the WCHA schedule Nov. 12 and 13 at the U. of North Dakota.

End Fred Swendsen enforces the Notre Dame defense's containment policy. The Notre Dame yearlings opened their season with an 86-0 blanket at Michigan City, and scored another impressive win last week, as they rolled over Michigan State, 38-14. But the freshmen did not come out of the game unscathed, and minor injuries may force Murphy to alter his offensive lineup for the Irish."

We suffered some 'nicks' last week against Michigan State," said the Irish coach, "and we'll probably have a few of our starters out for the Michigan game. (Fullback) Wayne Bullock won't play at all, and (halfback) Ron Goodman will probably be a little scared by some injuries and the flu. But we won't be doing anything different on offense." Smith said he selected the three new captains, "for their leadership qualities and off the ice and the various aspects of the squad they represent."

The 10th intraquad hockey scrimmage, scheduled for Saturday, has been canceled. Smith called off the workout to give his team a break before they begin the WCHA schedule Nov. 12 and 13 at the U. of North Dakota.

Fred Swendsen is the Irish coach emphasized. "We'll still be running the same things."

One of the "same things" which the freshmen will be showing the Wolverines is halfback Eric Penick, who rushed for 89 yards in 29 carries the Irish defense should present an equally stiff challenge to the Wolverines, who lost their season handed the ND freshman a splitting 20-0 setback. The freshman "D" had an easy time of it in Michigan City, but last week they showed they could be tough against a "real" team, too.

Michigan State did score twice on the Irish, but both of those tallies were set up by offensive errors, not by any defensive lapses. Two fumbles deep in Irish territory—one on the five, the other on the 32-yard line—set up both MSU scores.

Krick is scheduled for 10:00 a.m. tomorrow in Notre Dame Stadium, and admission will be $2 for adults and $1 for students.

Following tomorrow's game, the Notre Dame freshmen will close their season on the road, with games against Tennessee and freshmen in Knoxville on November 13th.

You'll probably deal with just one of us before you graduate from Notre Dame. But the fact remains. When you buy life and health insurance from William L. Ruiter and Associates, you are dealing with us. Not just the experience of American General Life of the knowledge of a Gregg Barkley or a Ken Provost or a Bill Ruiter or a Gene Dykstra or the thousands of teachers in our business with the resources of these five men and American General Life you will be dealing with us for life no matter where you are."

We think that says a lot about our relationship with business clients. William L. Ruiter & Associates American General Life
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Steadfast host Michigan

by Vic Deir, ’71

The Notre Dame freshman football team, unbeaten in its third win in a row Saturday against Western Michigan, has already won its only one of the season for the Irish. Freshman — will pit the high-outings, against the size and one could envision about the tall, man game, said Irish coach M ichigan-Michigan State frosh — other than that we don't know spoken and talks of his role as a capable defensive lines ever to good speed. Nobody's God, but more unbiased appraisal of the Swendsen doesn't pull a Dr. After not having beaten December, Swendsen usually wins out. "Which means Swendsen usually wins out."

A native of Seattle, Wash., Swendsen was recruited by almost all of the Pacific-Eight teams and numerous small colleges. He arrived at Notre Dame for a couple of reasons. "USC has a constant influx of junior college transfers so it's hard to tell where you stand there, while Notre Dame has the junior college athletes. And I wasn't afraid to resist the temptations of the night life at Southern Cal."

Also, having beaten Southern California in his three years with the varsity, Swendsen may be getting the feeling that he much about them. We haven't received a depth chart yet, so we have to go on our memories and what we see in the films. "I can see that they do have a couple of good backs," Murphy admitted, "but I can't tell you are any defense and Swendsen has to know anything more than that." C-C meet today

The Notre Dame cross country team, coming off a strong second place in the Indiana State Invitational Meet last weekend will host the Michigan State team this afternoon at 4 p.m. on the Burke Memorial Course.

This is the last home meet of the season, and the Harriers have a 4-4 record this fall in dual meets.

The Notre Dame yearlings opened their season with an 86-0 blanket at Michigan City, and scored another impressive win last week, as they rolled over Michigan State, 38-14. But the freshmen did not come out of the game unscathed, and minor injuries may force Murphy to alter his offensive lineup for the Irish."

We suffered some 'nicks' last week against Michigan State," said the Irish coach, "and we'll probably have a few of our starters out for the Michigan game. (Fullback) Wayne Bullock won't play at all, and (halfback) Ron Goodman will probably be a little scared by some injuries and the flu. But we won't be doing anything different on offense." Smith said he selected the three new captains, "for their leadership qualities and off the ice and the various aspects of the squad they represent."

The 10th intraquad hockey scrimmage, scheduled for Saturday, has been canceled. Smith called off the workout to give his team a break before they begin the WCHA schedule Nov. 12 and 13 at the U. of North Dakota.

End Fred Swendsen enforces the Notre Dame defense's containment policy. The Notre Dame yearlings opened their season with an 86-0 blanket at Michigan City, and scored another impressive win last week, as they rolled over Michigan State, 38-14. But the freshmen did not come out of the game unscathed, and minor injuries may force Murphy to alter his offensive lineup for the Irish."

We suffered some 'nicks' last week against Michigan State," said the Irish coach, "and we'll probably have a few of our starters out for the Michigan game. (Fullback) Wayne Bullock won't play at all, and (halfback) Ron Goodman will probably be a little scared by some injuries and the flu. But we won't be doing anything different on offense." Smith said he selected the three new captains, "for their leadership qualities and off the ice and the various aspects of the squad they represent."

The 10th intraquad hockey scrimmage, scheduled for Saturday, has been canceled. Smith called off the workout to give his team a break before they begin the WCHA schedule Nov. 12 and 13 at the U. of North Dakota.

Fred Swendsen is the Irish coach emphasized. "We'll still be running the same things."

One of the "same things" which the freshmen will be showing the Wolverines is halfback Eric Penick, who rushed for 89 yards in 29 carries the Irish defense should present an equally stiff challenge to the Wolverines, who lost their season handed the ND freshman a splitting 20-0 setback. The freshman "D" had an easy time of it in Michigan City, but last week they showed they could be tough against a "real" team, too.

Michigan State did score twice on the Irish, but both of those tallies were set up by offensive errors, not by any defensive lapses. Two fumbles deep in Irish territory—one on the five, the other on the 32-yard line—set up both MSU scores.

Krick is scheduled for 10:00 a.m. tomorrow in Notre Dame Stadium, and admission will be $2 for adults and $1 for students.

Following tomorrow's game, the Notre Dame freshmen will close their season on the road, with games against Tennessee and freshmen in Knoxville on November 13th.

You'll probably deal with just one of us before you graduate from Notre Dame. But the fact remains. When you buy life and health insurance from William L. Ruiter and Associates, you are dealing with us. Not just the experience of American General Life of the knowledge of a Gregg Barkley or a Ken Provost or a Bill Ruiter or a Gene Dykstra or the thousands of teachers in our business with the resources of these five men and American General Life you will be dealing with us for life no matter where you are."

We think that says a lot about our relationship with business clients. William L. Ruiter & Associates American General Life

Treasure the Observer
The Irish Eye

Footballs picks

A pair of back-to-back, sub-par weeks has taken the old picks percentage dip below the 750 mark. Upsets have been fogging up my Crystal Ball but now that it’s been laundered, let us see how the cleaners, along with me, last Saturday. We’re looking for that elusive, perfect week. Time running out, as the season is rapidly drawing to a close. Another dozen games on the collegiate scene this weekend are: Boston College at Syracuse, Alabama at LSU, Clemson at North Carolina State, Ohio State at Notre Dame at Pittsburgh. Here are the Irish Eye’s selections in Saturday’s big games:

Notre Dame over Pitt—The Panthers always give the Irish trouble come October. It seems to me that Pitt won’t be able to attack with team for a full 60 minutes. That might well be the case again this year.

Southern Cal over Wash. St.—The Cougars are better than expected but they’re not quite enough to stop the Southern California offense. Pitt over Illinois—Illinois over Indiana—Bob Blackman has reversed Illinois’ football fortunes. After losing the first six, the Fighting Illini have beaten Purdue and Northwestern on successive Saturdays. Illini should be able to handle Indiana’s 70-69 offense.

Tulsa over Ohio U.—If the Green Wave can’t roll over the Bobcats, they’d better not even bother to show up for their game with the Irish in N.D. Stadium on the 13th.

Stanford over UCLA—The Indians are bunting that Pac-Eight title. Although the Bruins did win six of the first eight, the Fighting Illini have beaten Purdue and Northwestern on successive Saturdays. Inert Indiana should be Illinois’ third straight victim.

Boston College over Syracuse—After seeing what Pitt did to Syracuse last weekend, the Eagles should have no problems stopping the Orangemen.

Tulsas over Ohio U.—If the Green Wave can’t roll over the Bobcats, they’d better not even bother to show up for their game with the Irish in N.D. Stadium on the 13th.
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Tulsa over Ohio U.—If the Green Wave can’t roll over the Bobcats, they’d better not even bother to show up for their game with the Irish in N.D. Stadium on the 13th.

Stanford over UCLA—The Indians are bunting that Pac-Eight title. Although the Bruins did win six of the first eight, the Fighting Illini have beaten Purdue and Northwestern on successive Saturdays. Inert Indiana should be Illinois’ third straight victim.

Tulsa over Ohio U.—If the Green Wave can’t roll over the Bobcats, they’d better not even bother to show up for their game with the Irish in N.D. Stadium on the 13th.

Stanford over UCLA—The Indians are bunting that Pac-Eight title. Although the Bruins did win six of the first eight, the Fighting Illini have beaten Purdue and Northwestern on successive Saturdays. Inert Indiana should be Illinois’ third straight victim.

Tulsa over Ohio U.—If the Green Wave can’t roll over the Bobcats, they’d better not even bother to show up for their game with the Irish in N.D. Stadium on the 13th.

Stanford over UCLA—The Indians are bunting that Pac-Eight title. Although the Bruins did win six of the first eight, the Fighting Illini have beaten Purdue and Northwestern on successive Saturdays. Inert Indiana should be Illinois’ third straight victim.

Tulsa over Ohio U.—If the Green Wave can’t roll over the Bobcats, they’d better not even bother to show up for their game with the Irish in N.D. Stadium on the 13th.

Stanford over UCLA—The Indians are bunting that Pac-Eight title. Although the Bruins did win six of the first eight, the Fighting Illini have beaten Purdue and Northwestern on successive Saturdays. Inert Indiana should be Illinois’ third straight victim.

Tulsa over Ohio U.—If the Green Wave can’t roll over the Bobcats, they’d better not even bother to show up for their game with the Irish in N.D. Stadium on the 13th.
Cyclone survivors wander homeless, hungry

In conjunction with the Miami Indian Tribe of South Bend, the Notre Dame American Club and the Kennedy Institute, a Community Center has been set up in South Bend. The purpose of the center is to be a place for neighborhood study tutoring and adult education classes.

The center, located on Hastings Road, has undergone construction for seven weeks now and is nearly complete. Bruce Bower, the project director, hopes to have the project completed within three weeks and would like to have more volunteers to help with the construction. Volunteers have been working every Saturday from 9 to 3 and 8 to 12 on football Saturdays. Anyone interested can call the Kennedy Institute at 8354 or Bruce Bower at 1158.

The Kennedy Institute also has two other major projects underway in line with its work with the American Indian. On December 9th they will be bringing in a tribe of Sioux Indians to spend a weekend on Notre Dame campus. Plans are also underway for developing an American Indian Culture to be offered next semester on a directed reading basis and which will be opened to all departments for cross registration.

The Bengalis of East Pakistan found that their government, which is dominated by Muslim Pakistan from the West, reacted with dispatch when the sudden killing and estimated 500,000 people in much the same way as the lesser cyclone has killed at least 10,000 farther south, in Orissa.

The Bengalis of East Pakistan found that their government, which is dominated by Muslim Pakistan from the West, reacted with dispatch when the sudden killing and estimated 500,000 people in much the same way as the lesser cyclone has killed at least 10,000 farther south, in Orissa.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard S. Wing, who had been living in the top of his roof, but his ex-cattle. "We have none," said the gentleman. "We are hungry, we food too. "

One of the greatest natural disasters of recorded history, another cyclone, pushing a tidal wave before it, struck the low lying islands of East Pakistan, where a half million people in much the same way as the lesser cyclone has killed at least 10,000 farther south, in Orissa.

Trustee Rustin suffers attack

Bayard Rustin, member of the board of trustees of the University of Notre Dame and the executive director of the A. Philip Randolph Institute, New York City, was reported in satisfactory condition after suffering what doctors termed a major heart attack.

The 63-year-old civil rights leader was resting comfortably in the intensive care unit, according to a hospital spokesman.

He was hospitalized Sunday after he was stricken while visiting friends in nearby Millerton, N.Y. The spokesman, who described Rustin’s seizure as a major heart attack, said there did not appear to be any new complications.

Rustin was a special assistant to the late Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. from 1965 to 1968, and was one of the organizers of the 1963 civil rights march on Washington.

Cultural Commission

The Cultural Commission’s Literary Program presents

EATS COUNTY

November 8 7:00 pm 205 O’Shaughnessy

An 18-minute color film commemorating the centenary of William Butler Yeats, 1865-1965

Adm. free

The word is out and spreading... The Campus Shop has a corner set aside for ladies’ sportswear, blouses, sweaters, slacks, flemaline, pajamas, coats, etc. Stop in, browse, open your account and pay one-third next June, July and August with no service or carrying charge!

(One lady tells another too)
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